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ABSTRACT

The prohibition of riba’ people now days getting ignore about it day by day. The 

increasing ban of interest (riba) in the Holy Qur'an, its rationale, precise language and 

wording, and results are explored in this paper. The restriction of profit in the Qur'an 

progressively become real, as it had in other areas. There are thirteen verses in the Holy 

Qur'an that deal with the topic of interest. Three of them are verses that advise Muslims 

to just not end up like others rather than rigidly outlawing profit by condemning the use 

of profit, urging zakat, and conveying the tragedies that Jews had encountered in the 

past because they broke this commandment. The remaining eleven passages, on the 

other hand, explicitly forbid interest and were given later, at the close of discovery. 

Furthermore, it is commonly accepted that the verses about interest in surah al-Baqarah 

were revealed in the latter days of transmission. Some of the passages banning profit 

expressly state the prohibition, while others refer to prizes and penalties as a form of 

recompense for obeying or failing to comply with the rules.
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